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Context

Many existing programming contests (online or onsite)

Contestants can improve their skills with those contests

Those contests can help to learn programming

4 Using contests to support teaching programming and pro-
moting informatics
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Classifying online contests

Proposing a way to classify contests with a set of criteria

Makes it easier to choose contests for trainings or teaching

Two categories of criteria: information and tasks criteria
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Information criteria

Global information about the contest

I1 Team Single contestants or teams

I2 Age and gender Ages range required to participate and accepted genders

I3 Language Accepted programming languages

I4 Duration Timespan during which contestant can submit solutions

I5 Frequency Frequency with which the contest is organised or open

I6 Scoring How the score of the contestant is computed
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Task criteria

Information about the tasks of the contest

T1 Submission Code source, executable program, output data

T2 Type Writing a function given a specification, solving a prob-
lem, writing an artificial intelligence

T3 Limitation The number of trials that are allowed, time and memory

T4 Feedback The feedback produced for a submission

T5 Level Any difficulty level or partition of the tasks
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IOI team selection process

IOI pool contestants asked to participate to online contests

Their performance are taken into account through:
the number of contests they participate to;

and the scores they achieved.

The selection process also includes an additional small contest
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Using online contests for trainings I

Advantages:

Reduced human ressources to coordinate the training

No need to create programming exercises and tasks

Pupils improve their coding efficiency by practicing

Pupils can compare with other worldwide contestants
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Using online contests for trainings II

Disadvantages:

Difficult to motivate pupils to participate and to be involved

Honour-based training difficult to use for a selection process
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Using online contests for teaching

Additional activities supervised by trainers must be proposed

Feedback is very important to support learning
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The MCP platform

An online platform to share contestant profiles which:

Maintains a list of online programming contests

Allows contestants to put scores they achieved to contests

Allows trainers to manage groups of contestants

Permits discussions about tasks and problems via forums
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Conclusion

Online contests can help building programming trainings

They can also be used for teaching programming

The MCP online platform can help those two activities
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Perspectives

Deploying and populating the MCP platform

Finding a way to measure the impact on the motivation of
training contestants and of pupils from schools
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